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1.  What is the specific CTF issue? 
  

The specific scenario arises when a contact exists in SIMS (John Smith 1) and an imported CTF contains this 
same existing SIMS contact (John Smith 1) and a new unrelated contact with the same surname, forename and 
gender (John Smith 2).   
 
Following the CTF import the new contacts (John Smith 2) telephone number and email address are appended to 
the existing contact (John Smith 1) held in SIMS.  The pupil associated with the new contact (John Smith 2) in the 
CTF file is also incorrectly linked to the existing contact (John Smith 1) held in SIMS. 

 
 
2.  How will I know if my data has potentially been affected? 
 

This issue relates to CTF imports between SIMS 2019 Spring Release (22nd of March 2019) and up to when Patch 
25040 has been applied – when the import of CTFs can continue without further issue, however, action needs to 
be taken to check for any potentially affected records introduced before the patch was applied. 

 
 
3. How can I check when a CTF was imported? 
 

You can check this via Routines | Data In | CTF| View Import History Log.   

Where you have a small number of CTFs you may also find the Contacts Report useful to view contacts linked to 
students in advance of running the diagnostic tool.   

 
Click on the CTF file, then click on the Contacts Report.  This will produce a list of all contacts linked to students 
within that CTF.   

 
 
4. If I do not import CTF contact information will my data be affected?    
 

No, it will not.  Schools who have deselected the import of contact information are unaffected as no contact details 
would have been imported. 

 
 
5. Do I need to apply Patch 25040? 
 

Yes, this patch is essential for all schools to prevent a future potential CTF issue.   
 
 
6. How is Patch 25040 applied? 
 

A database patch has been delivered via SOLUS and is also included in the SIMS Summer 2019 release. 
 

Start date:  set to 22/3/2019  

End date: set to either  
• the date Patch 25040 was applied  
• or the date you upgraded to the SIMS 

Summer release (due w/c 8 July 2019) which 
contains Patch 25040. 

• or to today if neither of the above 
 
Please note patch 25040 is essential for all schools to 
apply to prevent a future potential CTF issue. 
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7. Could my data potentially be affected if I have imported a CTF file before applying Patch 25040? 
 

Yes, your data may have been affected.  However, the potential issue can only occur if all of the follow statements 
are true: 

 
• The CTF has been imported after the Spring 2019 upgrade (released 22 March 2019). 
• The CTF contains two different contacts with the same surname, forename and gender. 
• One of these contacts is related to a contact already held on SIMS, the other is not. 
• The contact related to the existing contact on SIMS must have the same telephone number in the CTF file as 

the contact held on SIMS. 
 
Scenario A  - in this scenario the issue could occur  

John Smith 1  In SIMS 01234 111111 
John Smith 1 (related contact) In CTF 01234 111111 
John Smith 2 (unrelated contact) In CTF  

 
Scenario B – in this scenario the issue will not occur 

John Smith 1  In SIMS 01234 111111 
John Smith 1 (related contact) In CTF  
John Smith 2 (unrelated contact) In CTF  

 
Scenario C – in this scenario the issue will not occur 

John Smith 1  In SIMS 01234 111111 
John Smith 1 (related contact) In CTF 01234 222222 
John Smith 2 (unrelated contact) In CTF  

 
 
8. Can I import CTFs before Patch 25040 is applied or upgrading to the SIMS Summer release? 
 

Do not import student contact information via CTF until Patch 25040 has been applied or you have upgraded to 
the SIMS Summer release which contains Patch 25040. 

  
You can however import CTFs, excluding contacts, via Tools | Setups | CTF and deselecting the Contacts option 
in the Import panel. 
 
Once Patch 25040 has been applied or you have upgraded to the SIMS Summer release, you can re-import the 
original CTF and add contacts to the records. 

 
 
9. Can I export CTFs before Patch 25040 is applied or upgrading to the summer release?  
 

Do not export and share CTFs with other schools until you have you have checked your contact data has not been 
affected.  A diagnostic tool is available in SIMS once you have applied patch  will be provided which will identify 
any potentially affected contact records.  

 
 
10. What should I do if I believe my data has been affected? 
 

Apply patch 25058 to your SIMS database which will add a new Database Diagnostics check. 
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11. Is the importing of KS2 results affected by this issue? 
 
No. As contact information is not included within the KS2 results files. 
 
 

12. Are ATFs affected by this issue?   
 

No, there is no impact to ATFs. 
 
 
13. Are CMJ and CML exports (Children Missing Education) affected by this issue?   
 

No, they are not.  The potential issue can only occur during the import of a CTF file into a Spring19 release 
version of SIMS.   

 
 
14. Is the CTF export process used to generate a ULN request impacted by this issue (namely, Routines | 

DataOut | CTF Export | ULN Requested)?  
 
No, it is not.  The export for ULNs does not contain learner contacts so not affected by this issue. 

 
 
15. What about 3rd party solutions? 
 

Any schools who identify that they may have been impacted by the CTF incident should contact the 3rd party for 
assistance and should consider whether it is safe to use the systems until they are satisfied that their data is 
correct and accurate. 

 


